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Abstract: In this study, we will develop an algorithm for
the QoS Model. It starts with studying four algorithms and
explain the experimental setup for them. Then, we
simulate them, get the results and discuss results for all
algorithms. After that, we will develop our new algorithm
for the QoS Model. Then, we simulate the new enhanced
algorithm and compare to other algorithms.

INTRODUCTION

According to NIST, there are five characteristics for
Cloud computing as follows[1].

On-demand self-service: Customer can get the services
automatically without human interaction from service
provider.

Broad network access: Services can be accessed by
heterogeneous platforms (e.g., mobile phones, PC’s,
laptops and tablets).

Resource pooling: The resources are shared between
users, resources include storage, memory and network,
etc.

Rapid elasticity: Capabilities can be scaled up and down
easily and quickly.

Measured service: All services are metered to allow pay
as you go for customers. Also, Cloud Computing Service 
Delivery  Models  can  be  categorized  according  to
NIST[1-4].

Software as a Service (SaaS): Customer can use
Software and application directly from Cloud provider. 

Platform as a Service (PaaS): This is mainly for
developers where they will have infrastructure ready and
they can apply and use their own applications.

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): This is only the
infrastructure, so, the customer (mainly system
administrators and network engineers) can use
infrastructure which include network and server devices
and customer can build their virtualization solution and
then operate their own software on top of that. 

Furthermore, Cloud Computing Deployment Models
can be categorized according to NIST[1].
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Private cloud: The cloud is only used by a single
organization.

Community cloud: The cloud is used by a specific
community who shared same interest or mission.

Public cloud:  The cloud is open to be used by public.

Hybrid cloud: The cloud is consists of two or more
different cloud types (private, community, or public).

The main issue behind the slow adoption is the
security and privacy issues. In a recent study about higher
education institutions adoption of Cloud Computing in
Saudi Arabia, the researchers stated that “Non-adopters
highlighted a degree of privacy concern about cloud
computing adoption. There is a trust issue with respect to
storing intellectual property assets”[5]. In a previous study
that investigated the factors affecting cloud computing
adoption decision in Saudi Arabia, it has been found that
security concerns are a barrier  for cloud computing
adoption[6]. Another study by Alkhater et al.[7] concluded
that “It is interesting to note that security, privacy and
trust issues were the big concerns for most organizations
participating in this study and were the main reasons
behind their decisions not to adopt cloud services.” Also,
a study about Factors Affecting the Adoption of Cloud
Computing in the Government Sector in Saudi Arabia,
stated that “95.26% of the respondents also perceived
service quality and security as an important factor in the
adoption of cloud computing” The SAUDI
Communications and Information Technology
Commission (CITC) did many studies in this regards. All
previous CITC reports on the ICT status in Saudi Arabia
have showed that security concerns are considered as one
of the key barriers to the adoption of many ICT services
including cloud computing[8].

On the other hand, many studies conclude that cloud
Computing can save the costs in Saudi Arabia. A study
about Healthcare in Saudi Arabia stated that “Since,
financial issues are affecting E-health projects in the
country, Cloud Computing can offer economic savings by
decreasing the initial and operational costs of E-health
projects in Saudi hospitals”[9]. Also, in a report by
Ministry of Communications and Information Technology
in Saudi Arabia, it says that Saudi companies adoption of
cloud computing in all services will contribute to the
reduction of costs and expenses by >50%[8]. Furthermore,
in a previous study about the impact of cloud computing
on Saudi organizations, the researchers concluded that
cloud computing can be useful for cost saving in Saudi
Arabia, and one the senior management in the selected
telecom company said “Decreasing cost comes from
sharing resources among different locations and unifying
the management of hardware and software”[10].

“Currently, there is no comprehensive framework for
cloud controls that enables potential cloud customers to
confidently assess and verify a cloud provider’s controls
and environments. This lack of reliable control framework
has opened a trust gap between cloud providers and
customers and that has impeded the advance of cloud
computing”[11].

“There is a need for solutions that address trust and
security across solutions derived from combining
dedicated and shared infrastructures” and “No
comprehensive framework exists to describe the
business/mission needs and validate compliance of the
entire solution set against open standards”.

The SAUDI Communications and Information
Technology Commission (CITC) has stated in a recent
report about ICT in Saudi Arabia that many local Service
providers don not provide QoS agreements and if they
provide, they don not usually adhere to it and definitely
this has a direct impact in customers trust on adoption of
new services[8].

STUDY ALGORITHMS

We will study four algorithms, namely, First Come
First Serve (FCFS), Round Robin (RR), Max-Min,
Min-Min.

First Come First Served (FCFS): It’s a simple and basic
scheduling algorithm. This algorithm will process jobs
based on the arrival order. The first arrived job will be
fulfilled first, once its completed, the next arrived job will
start processing and so on.

This algorithm also called First In First Out (FIFO),
as shown in Fig. 1, P1 is the first in queue, so, it will be
processed first for three time units, after its finished, P2
will start the processing for four time units, and so on, till
it process the last one which is P6 for five time units.
FCFS provides a simple method and straightforward
scheduling but it will only process the next job when the
current job is completed and if the current job will take a
long-time processing, the waiting time will be very high
for the next jobs.

Round Robin (RR): Round Robin algorithm distributes
CPU time equally between the waiting jobs till its
completing processing of all jobs. This time called
quantum. if the time is set too short, it will require more
switching between processes which will make the whole
processing is slow while if it is set to a long time, it will
look likes first Come first Serve. As shown in Fig. 2,
Round Robin is having quantum equal to two units of
time for all jobs. In the first round, P1 will be processed
partially for 2 units of time and 1 unit wait for the next
round.  P2  will  be  processed  partially for 2 units of time 
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Fig. 1: Diagram representing FCFS algorithm[12]

and 2 units wait for the next round. P3 will be processed
for 2 units of time, and its completed, since, all the needed
time is 2 units. P4 and P5, will be processed partially for
2 units of time and 1 unit wait for the next round. P6 and
P7 will be processed partially for 2 units of time and 3 and
2 units respectively will wait for the next round. P8 will
be processed for 2 units of time and its completed since
all the needed time is 2 units. Then, the next round will
start with same scenario, so, P1, P2, P4, P5, and P7 will
be completed in the second round. P6 will be completed
in the third round[12].

Max-Min: Max-Min algorithm checks and identify the
jobs with highest processing time to complete them. And
then start processing jobs with the highest needed
processing time (Algorithm 1).

Algorithm  1:  For  Max-Min[13]:  Pseudo-Code  for
Max-Min algorithm
1: for 1 to M // M denotes the number of tasks to be scheduled
2:   for j = 1 to N // N denotes the number of virtual machines
3:      Cij = Eij+Rj

             // Cij denotes the completion time of task
// Eij denotes execution of task
// Rj denotes the ready time of task i on virtual machine j

4:       end for
5:    end for
6:    do until all the unscheduled tasks are exhausted
7:       for each  unscheduled tasks
8:              find the maximum completion time of the task and virtual
machine that obtains it
9:     end for 
10:   find the task tp with maximum completion time
11:    assign task tp to the virtual machine that gives the maximum
completion time
12:    delete task tp from pull of unscheduled tasks
13:    update the ready time of the machine that gives the maximum
completion time
14:    end for

The algorithm will do two parts: calculation of the
completion time of all tasks or jobs and then finding the
job with maximum completion time and assign it to the
virtual machine that can handle it. As depicted in Fig. 2,
the first part has two for loops, M represents the number
of jobs to be scheduled, N represents the number of
virtual machines, Cij represents the completion time of a
job, Eij represents the execution time of the job and Rj

represents the ready time of a job i on virtual machine j.
To calculate the completion time of a job (Cij), we add the
execution time of that task (Eij) to the ready time of the
task (Rj), this will be repeated N times and then repeated
M times.

Fig. 2: Diagram representing Round Robin algorithm[12]

After that, another loop will start till scheduling all
tasks or jobs. All unscheduled jobs will be checked to find
the job with maximum completion time (tp) and the
suitable virtual machine for it.

Then   Assign   the   job   (tp)   to   the   virtual 
machine   that   gives   maximum   completion   time   and
delete  it  from  the  unscheduled  jobs.  Then  update  the
ready time of the machine that gives the maximum
completion time. This will be repeated to schedule all
jobs.

Min-Min: Min-Min algorithm will check for the needed
processing time to complete each job in the queue, and
start processing jobs which have lowest processing time
(Algorithm 2).

Algorithm 2; Pseudo-Code for Min-Min algorithm:
1: for 1 to M // M denotes the number of tasks to be scheduled
2:   for j = 1 to N // N denotes the number of virtual machines
3:      Cij = Eij+Rj

             // Cij denotes the completion time of task
// Eij denotes execution of task
// Rj denotes the ready time of task i on virtual machine j

4:       end for
5:    end for
6:    do until all the unscheduled tasks are exhausted
7:       for each  unscheduled tasks
8:              find the maximum completion time of the task and virtual
machine that obtains it
9:     end for 
10:   find the task tp with maximum completion time
11:    assign task tp to the virtual machine that gives the maximum
completion time
12:    delete task tp from pull of unscheduled tasks
13:    update the ready time of the machine that gives the maximum
completion time
14:    end do
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The algorithm will do two parts: calculation of the
completion time of all tasks or jobs and then finding the
job with minimum completion time and assign it to the
virtual machine most suitable for it. As depicted in
Algorithm 1, the first part has two for loops, M represents
the number of jobs to be scheduled, N represents the
number of virtual machines, Cij represents the completion
time of a job, Eij represents the execution time of the job
and Rj represents  the  ready  time  of  a  job  i  on  virtual
machine j.

To calculate the completion time of a job (Cij), we
add the execution time of that task (Eij) to the ready time
of the task (Rj), this will be repeated N times and then
repeated M times.

After that, another loop will start till scheduling all
tasks or jobs. All unscheduled jobs will be checked to find
the job with minimum completion time (tp) and the
suitable virtual machine for it. Then Assign the job (tp) to
the virtual machine that gives minimum completion time
and delete it from the unscheduled jobs. Then update the
ready time of the machine that gives the minimum
completion time. This will be repeated to schedule all
jobs.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experiment was done by using CloudSim tool. 
The experiment starts when an end  users sends many jobs
which have different configurations to simulate the
heterogeneous environment. The goal is to simulate the
availability factor using the four algorithms. All these
algorithms are focused on how to assign cloudlets or jobs
to Virtual Machines (VMs). Also, we have used a
computer with 1.70 GHz CPU (Intel i3) and 4 GB RAM
to do the simulation.

In every experiment, there will be a group of 10
batches. First Batch starts with 500 jobs and then each
batch followed is incremented by 500 jobs, till the last
batch which becomes 5000 jobs. During each batch, all
jobs are submitted simultaneously. The cloudlets length
are random and every cloudlet has a classification level,
1,2 or 3 where 1 denotes lowest priority and 3 denotes the
highest priority. These classification levels are created
randomly for every cloudlet. This classification is based
on official regulation released on 6/2/2018 and enforced
on 8/3/2018. It was released by SAUDI Communications
and Information Technology Commission (CITC), the
Commission is the only authority in charge of regulating
Information and Communications Technology (ICT)
sector in Saudi Arabia, which includes regulations on
Cloud Computing.

To measure availability in Cloudsim and since,
Cloudsim will always process all cloudlets in queue till
finished, we have developed a method in Java to run the

algorithms for a specific time and calculate how many
successful cloudlets have been processed by an algorithm
in this period of time. The same period of time is used by
all algorithms, so, we can compare them later. We have
found after extensive experiments that the suitable period
of time is:

C 50,000 sec for 500 cloudlets
C 100,000 sec for 1000 cloudlets
C 150,000 sec for 1500 cloudlets
C 200,000 sec for 2000 cloudlets
C 250,000 sec for 2500 cloudlets
C 300,000 sec for 3000 cloudlets
C 350,000 sec for 3500 cloudlets
C 400,000 sec for 4000 cloudlets
C 450,000 sec for 4500 cloudlets
C 500,000 sec for 5000 cloudlets

It is noticed that both the time and number of
cloudlets increased in the same percentage to maintain
consistency and fairness in all batches of cloudlets, and
this is applied for all algorithms.

We will create 4 Virtual machines (VMs) to represent
4 locations in Saudi Arabia. Every VM has 10 MIPS
(million instructions per Second), 512 MB RAM, 1
Processor.

FCFS: As shown in Fig. 3, a sample result of the
simulation is shown when the number of requested
cloudlets is 2000. FCFS is simply processing the cloudlets
by their order in the queue regardless of other parameters
like the length of cloudlets. Please note that we have 4
virtual machines, so for example, VM ID No. 1 will
process cloudlet No. 1665, then it will process cloudlet
No.1669 and then cloudlet No. 1673.

Figure 4 is showing the availability percentage of
FCFS algorithm after processing the ten batches, starting
from 500 cloudlets till 5000 cloudlets. FCFS is having
availability around 70% and it went up and down based
on the cloudlets processed.

Round robin: As shown in Fig. 5, a sample result of the
simulation is shown when the number of requested
cloudlets is 2000. Round Robin will distribute the
processing time equally between the cloudlets, so it will
finish the similar cloudlets at the same time. 

Figure 6 is showing the availability percentage of
Round Robin algorithm after processing the ten batches,
starting from 500 cloudlets till 5000 cloudlets. Round
Robin is having availability around 65% and it went up
and down based on the cloudlets processed.

Max Min: As shown in Fig. 7, a sample result of the
simulation  is  shown   when   the   number   of   requested 
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Fig. 3: Sample result of Simulation at 2000 cloudlets for
FCFS

Fig. 4: Availability result related to number of cloudlets
for FCFS

cloudlets is 2000. Max Min will process the longer
cloudlets first, and this means the successful number of
cloudlets will be low because longer cloudlets will make
the processor busy for longer time. 

Figure 8 is showing the availability percentage of
MaxMin algorithm after processing the ten batches,
starting from 500 cloudlets till 5000 cloudlets. MaxMin is 

Fig. 5: Sample result of Simulation at 2000 cloudlets for
Round Robin

Fig. 6: Availability result related to number of cloudlets
for Round Robin

having availability around 45% and it went up and down
based  on  the  cloudlets  processed.  Note  that  the  batch
of 1000 cloudlets, the availability is low and this is
because the random cloudlets were longer than other
batches.

Min Min: As shown in Fig. 9, a sample result of the
simulation is shown when the number of requested
cloudlets is 2000. Min Min will process the short
cloudlets first, and this means the successful number of
cloudlets will be high, because short cloudlets will take
less processing time (Fig. 10).

Figure 11 is showing the availability percentage of
Min  Min  algorithm  after  processing  the  ten  batches, 
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Fig. 7: Sample result of simulation at 2000 cloudlets for
Max Min

Fig. 8: Availability result related to number of cloudlets
for Max Min

starting   from   500   cloudlets   till   5000   cloudlets.
Min   Min   is   having   availability   around   91%   and
it  went  up  and  down  based  on  the  cloudlets
processed.

Fig. 9: Sample result of simulation at 2000 cloudlets for
Min Min

Fig. 10: Sample result of simulation

Fig. 11: Availability result related to number of cloudlets
for Min Min

Comparison  between  the  four  algorithms:  Figure 12
shows   the   availability   percentage   of   all   the   four 
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Fig. 12: Availability result related to number of cloudlets
for all four algorithms

Fig. 13: Simulation time for all four algorithms

algorithms, namely FCFS, Round Robin, MaxMin, and
MinMin. It is clear that MinMin has the best availability
compared to other algorithms, and that is because its
processing the short cloudlets first, and hence completing
more cloudlets successfully. MaxMin is the worst
algorithm compared to other algorithms since its
processing the longer cloudlets first and this will make the
successful cloudlets the lowest. FCFS has a better
availability percentage than Round Robin but they are
near each other.

We have noticed after doing the experiments that
Round Robin algorithm is taking a very long time in
simulation compared to FCFS, Max Min and Min Min.
Figure 13 is showing the simulation time for all the four
algorithms. It is increasing when the number of cloudlets
increased, this is because the algorithm is distributing the
processing time between all the cloudlets in the queue, so,
if we have 5000 cloudlets, this will take much more
switching time than if we have only 500 cloudlets. And
the algorithm will continue distributing the time for all
cloudlets, till cloudlets finish processing.  

DEVELOPING A NEW ALGORITHM

Since, Min Min is the best algorithm among the four
algorithms studied before, namely, FCFS, Round Robin,
and MaxMin. We will develop a new algorithms based on
MinMin algorithm and based on the new Regulations in
Saudi Arabia that enforced any cloud provider to have
three levels of quality of service. We have called this new
algorithm as Enhanced Multi Level MinMin Algorithm
(EMLMA) as shown in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3; Pseudo-code for EMLMA algorithm:
for i = 1 to M || M denotes the number of tasks to be scheduled
for j = 1 to N || N denotes the number of virtual machine
     Cij = Eij+Rj

                      || Cij denotes the completion time of task
                      || Eij denotes execution time of task
                      || Rj denotes the ready time of task i on virtual machine j
   end for
end for
do until all the unscheduled tasks with level 3 are exhausted
for each unscheduled task
      Find the minimum completion time of task and virtual machine that
obtains it
end for
find the task tp with earliest completion time
assign task tp to the virtual machine that gives the minimum completion
time
delete task tp from pull of unscheduled tasks
Increase the counter, successful level 3 tasks by 1
update the ready time of the machine that gives the minimum completion
time
end do
do until all the unscheduled tasks with level 2 are exhausted
for each unscheduled task
find the minimum completion time of the task and virtual machine that
otains it
end for
find the task tp with earliest completion time
assign task tp to the virtual machine that gives the minimum completion
time
delete task tp from pull of unscheduled tasks
Increase the counter, successful level 3 tasks by 1
update the ready time of the machine that gives the minimum completion
time
end do
do untill all the  unscheduled tasks with level 2 are exhausted
for each unscheduled task
find the minimum completion time of the task and virtual machine that
obtains it
end for
find the task tp with earliest completion time
assign task tp to the virtual machine that gives the minimum completion
time
delete task tp from pull of unscheduled tasks
Increase the counter, successful level 3 tasks by 1
update the ready time of the machine that gives the minimum completion
time
end do
Weight of tasks = (Level 3 tasks*3)+(Level 2 tasks*2)+(Level 1*1)
Availability      = (Weight of tasks/)(Total number of tasks*3))*100

This algorithm will do the steps similar to normal
Min  Min  but  will  process the jobs with highest level of 
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Fig. 14: Availability result related to number of Cloudlets
for EMLMA

QoS requests first (Level 3), after completing that, it will
process lower level (level 2) and then it will process
lowest level (level 1).

 The algorithm will do two parts as in Min-Min
algorithm: calculation of the completion time of all tasks
or jobs and then finding the with minimum completion
time and assign it to the virtual machine most suitable for
it. As depicted in Fig. 14, the first part has two for loops,
M represents the number of jobs to be scheduled, N
represents the number of virtual machines, Cij represents
the completion time of a job, Eij represents the execution
time of the job and Rj represents the ready time of a job i
on virtual machine j.

To calculate the completion time of a job (Cij), we
add the execution time of that task (Eij) to the ready time
of the task (Rj), this will be repeated N times and then
repeated M times.

After that, another loop will start till scheduling all
tasks or jobs. All unscheduled jobs with level 3 will be
checked to find the job with minimum completion time
(tp) and the suitable virtual machine for it. Then Assign
the job (tp) to the virtual machine that gives minimum
completion time, and delete it from the unscheduled jobs.
Then update the ready time of the machine that gives the
minimum completion time. This will be repeated to
schedule all jobs. After finishing all jobs with level 3
requests, another loop will do the same scenario for level
2 and finishing the all jobs. Then at last, level 1 jobs will
be processed.

Simulation and comparison: We have simulated the
EMLMA in Cloudsim and have found that EMLMA has
availability percentage around 95% as shown in Fig. 13.
EMLMA is considering the three levels of quality stated
in  CITC  regulations  for  cloud  computing  in  Saudi
Arabia. 

Fig. 15: Sample result of simulation at 2000 cloudlets for
EMLMA

Fig. 16: Availability result for EMLMA and other
algorithms

As shown in Fig. 15, a sample result of the simulation
is shown when the number of requested cloudlets is 2000.
EMLMA will process the short cloudlets first in level 3,
and then process the short cloudlets in level 2 and then
process the short cloudlets in level 1. this means the
successful number of cloudlets with higher level of
quality will be high.

Figure 16 is showing the availability percentage of all
the four algorithms, namely FCFS, Round Robin, Max
Min and Min Min in addition to our new algorithm
EMLMA. It is clear that EMLMA has got the best
availability compared to other algorithms including Min
Min and that is because our new algorithm is considering
the three levels of quality, and processing level 3 short
cloudlets first, and hence completing more cloudlets
successfully which have more weight. 
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CONCLUSION

We have studied four algorithms and explained the
experimental setup for them. Then, we have simulated
them, got the results and discussed results for all
algorithms. After that, we have developed our new
algorithm for the QoS Model. Then, we have simulated
the new enhanced algorithm and compared it to other
algorithms.
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